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Chapter1
Introduction

Topics:

• Product Overview
• CLI Initial Network Configuration
• Management Interface
• Home Page
• Dashboard
• Replication
• NAS Interface

Product Overview

This guide provides information about using version 2.3 of Neverfail® HybriStor™.

Neverfail® HybriStor™ provides a deduplicating interface for either locally attached storage or Swift
object storage. The front end of the HybriStor™ server is either Network File System (NFS) or Common
Internet File System (CIFS) shares.

A future version of HybriStor™ will support clustered operations, thereby allowing several HybriStor™
servers to operate together to allow increased performance, large capacities, and fault tolerance.

With the amount of digital data in the universe growing at an exponential rate, doubling every two
years according to Business Insider, and greater requirements for data retention, storage efficiency
and cost have become key concerns. Companies must find ways to reduce storage demands, replicate
data, and eliminate risk with physical media. Neverfail® HybriStor™ enables organizations to provide
fast and cost effective data protection for applications via NAS interface, while significantly reducing
storage capacity. Deduplication-aware Neverfail® HybriStor™ replication transfers only unique data
resulting in reduced WAN bandwidth requirements and eliminating the need for physical tape media
transfer for Disaster Recovery (DR).

Neverfail® HybriStor™ uses Artisan Infrastructure's software-defined hyperscale data reduction
technology to achieve high performance and web-scale data repository scalability. Artisan Infrastructure's
hyperscale repository combined with object storage using commodity hardware enables a
capacity-optimized storage solution with web-scale economics. Artisan Infrastructure designed and
implemented patent pending technology to maximize object storage for capacity and performance.
Neverfail®HybriStor™ uses SSD to provide hybrid inline and post data deduplication to minimize costly
RAM requirement while maintaining performance. Neverfail®HybriStor™ supports hardware that works
with RHEL/CentOS/Oracle Linux, thereby permitting a wide selection of available hardware to be used.
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What's new in Neverfail® HybriStor™ v2.3

Neverfail® HybriStor™ v2.3 now supports Integrated Storage Appliances starting from Remote
Office/Branch Office Appliance up to Enterprise Class Backup Appliance.

What’s new in Neverfail® HybriStor™ v1.1

Neverfail® HybriStor™ InstaCache™ is a dynamically populated random read cache for dedupe data
on HybriStor™. It detects random read patterns and asynchronously builds a read cache to make
random reads with good spatial locality perform well.

Architecture

The HybriStor™ product is offered as both a virtual appliance to be deployed in a virtual environment
and also as a software to be installed in an existing environment consisting of either physical hardware,
virtual machines, or a combination of both.

Neverfail® HybriStor™ provides a NAS interface using NFS and CIFS protocols for Backup software
as a backup target. Backup data is deduplicated while it is ingesting data into the system using its
intelligent inline deduplication. Ingested data is then further inspected by a post process for further
storage optimization.

• It can be configured as a standalone all-in-one appliance for in-location backup repository
• It can be configured as a gateway appliance to OpenStack SWIFT

Neverfail® HybriStor™ replication ensures fault tolerance and avoids a single point of failure
asynchronously. It provides share level replication for flexible configuration to include:

• One source to one target replication
• Multiple sources to one target replication (or commonly referred to as many-to-one or fan-in

replication)
• One source to multiple targets replication (or commonly referred to as one-to-many or fan-out

replication)
• Multiple sources to multiple targets replication (or commonly referred to as many-to-many replication)
• Cascade replication (or commonly referred to as A to B to C replication)
• Cross replication (or commonly referred to as A to B and B to A replication)

This document addresses the use of HybriStor™ when deployed in either environment.

InstaCache™ is enabled when configured at Installation time. When creating or mounting a share,
InstaCache™ is enabled by default if available. InstaCache™ accelerates random read for previously
stored data and it is recommended to be kept enabled.

CLI Initial Network Configuration

When logging in for the first time using a Command Line Interface (CLI), a one-time network
configuration script will be executed right after changing the default root password. The user can
perform an intial NIC setup of the NICs that require configuration. Once the network configuration is
completed, the script will not run at CLI log-in again, unless invoked.

1. The Network Configuration Script requires user input to confirm each step. The first step requires
the user to confirm on skip the configuration of the first NIC, by manually entering CONTINUE or
SKIP.
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2. Once the NIC is selected for configuration, the second step requires the user to select the desired
network protocol ( DHCP or STATIC) by entering the option as requested.

DHCP

a. Once DHCP is confirmed, the script requires the user to input the MTU value (can be 1500,
5000, 7000 or 9000).

b. After inputting the MTU value, the script will list the configuration to be applied on the current
NIC and asks the user for input. The user can choose to BEGIN the NIC configuration or to
REDO the configuration.

STATIC

a. Once the STATIC protocol is confirmed, the script requires the user to input the MTU value (can
be 1500, 5000, 7000 or 9000).

b. Next, enter the static IPv4 address for the current NIC (ex. 172.0.1.15).
c. Enter an integer number between 1 and 31 to be used as address Prefix.
d. Provide a Gateway for the static address or enter NONE for no Gatweway.
e. Enter a first DNS address or enter NONE if no first DNS is required.
f. After providing all these details, the script will list the configuration to be applied on the current

NIC and asks the user for input. The user can choose to BEGIN the NIC configuration or to
REDO the configuration.

3. After finishing the configuration, the script will apply it to the selected NIC and notify the user. The
user has the option to get all NIC IP addresses using the ip addr command or to manually re-run
the Network Configuration Script using the hsdr-networking-setup command.
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The user can make the same network configurations at any time using the HybriStor Management
Interface or re-launch the CLI script as instructed above.

Management Interface

Neverfail® HybriStor™ provides a web based User Interface for administration and monitoring. Simply
type its IP address in to a web browser such as Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome to display the Sign
In dialog of the interface.

Information Tool Bar

The Information Tool Bar consists of Events, Daemon Status, Your user name, Full Screen, Collapse
Menu, Sign Out, and Shutdown/Restart Appliance icons.

• Events icon - provides a quick view of what's happening on the appliance. The events displayed
can be Informational (blue),Warning (yellow), or Error (red).

• Daemon Status icon - The Daemon Status icon provides a quick view of the appliance health status.
A green check indicates the appliance is running normally. A yellow stop sign icon means one or
more backend processes are offline. A red exclamation sign icon indicates that all backend processes
are offline.

• Help icon - The Online Help icon opens a new browser window providing the HybriStor™ User
Guide and documentation.
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• User Name icon - Your user name identifies which user is currently logged in. This is useful when
you have different user accounts for the Administrator role and User role.

• Full Screen icon - The Full Screen icon allows the web UI to run in full screen mode. You can switch
back to normal mode by pressing the ESC key or by clicking the Full Screen icon.

• Collapse Menu icon - The Collapse Menu icon allows the leftNavigation bar to be hidden. To unhide
the Navigation bar, simply click on the Collapse Menu icon.

• Sign Out icon - The Sign Out icon allows you to logout of the UI. The UI will return to the login
screen.

• Shutdown/Restart Appliance - The Shutdown/Restart Appliance icon allows administrator to shutdown
or restart the appliance from the UI.

Note: The Shutdown/Restart Appliance icon is only visible when logged in under the Administrator
Role.
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Home Page

The Home page provides a quick overview of performance statistics and storage capacities using
visual indicators to allow rapid assessment of status by users.

Summary

The Summary pane displays historical performance statistics and is updated every five minutes while
displaying statistics for the past hour. The Summary pane displays the following statistics:

• Write MB/Sec - the volume of data written per second.
• Read MB/Sec - the volume of data read per second.
• Inline Reduction Ratio - the instantaneous reduction ratio of incoming data.
• Post Dedupe - the process to further optimize data reduction after inline reduction.
• Discharge - the volume of data discarded.
• Replication Out - the volume of replicated data sent per second.
• Replication In - the volume of replicated data received.

Reduction:

Reduction displays the ratio of data reduction that is occurring as a result of the deduplication and
compression process (Source÷Stored). TheReduction pane displays the Source,Deduped, and Stored
data by quantity.
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Data Storage Usage

The Data Storage Usage pane provides a visual indicator of data storage capacity. A segmented
multi-colored ring graph is used to display the volume of Deduped, Incoming/Misc., Dischargeable,
and Free space and is refreshed every 20 seconds.

System Information

The System Information pane provides detailed information about physical or virtual hardware on
which the appliance is deployed. Additionally, information about network shares, licensing, and uptime
is also available.
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NAS Shares

The NAS Shares pane displays the total number of NFS and CIFS shares configured.

License Capacity

The License Capacity pane displays the amount of allocated capacity that has been used to date
measured in percentage.

License Time

The License Time pane displays the elapsed time that has passed measured in percentage based
upon activation and expiration dates.
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Dashboard
The Dashboard page provides a comprehensive overview of reduction operations using multi-colored
visual indicators to provide a quick status view of performance and is refreshed approximately every
20 seconds. Historical details can also be viewed by clicking on individual graphs.

Reduction

Reduction displays the ratio of data reduction that is occurring as a result of the deduplication and
compression process (Source÷Stored). TheReduction pane displays the Source,Deduped, and Stored
data by quantity.

Node Storage

The Node Storage pane displays a breakdown of storage on a specific node based upon percentage
of Data, Index, and Processing data.

Data Storage Usage

The Data Storage Usage pane provides a visual indicator of data storage capacity. A segmented
multi-colored line graph is used to display the volume of Deduped, Incoming/Misc., Dischargeable,
and Free space.
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Memory

The Memory pane displays available memory by Gigabytes and uses a multi-colored bar graph to
display memory consumption with RAM displayed separate from the Swap file.

File System Throughput

The File System Throughput pane displays the rate at which a system can create directories and files
in a specified amount of time.

File System IOPS

The File System IOPS pane displays the Input/Output Operations Per Second.

Current Inline

The Current Inline pane displays Source Deduped and Compressed data rate per second.
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Potential Cache Hit Ratio

The Potential Cache Hit Ratio pane displays the amount of RAM allocated for inline cache and its
potential hit ratio.

Replication

Replication with Neverfail® HybriStor™ occurs between two HybriStor™ nodes with one node serving
as the source and the other serving as the target. During replication, deduplication takes place on both
nodes thus reducing the amount of data to be transferred as well as the time required to transfer the
data.

Incoming

Overall Replication Incoming Statistics

The Overall Replication Incoming Statistics pane displays the aggregated statistics of incoming
replication data.
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In a cascade replication configuration (more details on Replication Setting in the sections below), a
replication target share can also be configured to be a source share to another replication target. By
default, the target share is not mounted and therefore it is not visible to users. In the event you need
to access data on the target, you can mount the share.

Mount/Unmount Incoming NFS Shares

To mount an Incoming NFS share, follow the steps below:

1. Select the NFS share to be mounted/unmounted.
2. Click the Mount (up arrow) icon to display the Mount Incoming NFS Share dialog.

3. Enter the appropriate information and then click Mount.

To unmount an NFS Share:

1. Select the NFS share to be unmounted.
2. Click the Unmount (down arrow) icon to unmount the NFS share.

To refresh the Mount/Unmount Incoming NFS Shares pane, click the Refresh icon.

To delete an NFS share from theMount/Unmount Incoming NFS Shares pane, follow the steps below:

1. Select the NFS share to be deleted.
2. Click the Delete icon.

Mount/Unmount Incoming CIFS Shares
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To mount an Incoming CIFS share, follow the steps below:

1. Select the CIFS share to be mounted.
2. Click the Mount (up arrow) to display the Mount Incoming CIFS Share dialog.

3. Enter the appropriate information and then click Mount.

To unmount an NFS share:

1. Select the NFS share to be unmounted.
2. Click the Unmount (down arrow) icon to unmount the CIFS share.

To refresh the Mount/Unmount Incoming CIFS Shares pane, click the Refresh icon.

To delete a CIFS share from theMount/Unmount Incoming CIFS Shares pane, follow the steps below:

1. Select the CIFS share to be deleted.
2. Click the Delete icon.

CIFS Users

The CIFS Users pane displays a listing of all authorized CIFS user accounts.

To refresh the CIFS Users pane, click the Refresh icon.
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Outgoing

Overall Replication Outgoing Statistics

The Overall Replication Outgoing Statistics pane displays the rate at which data is outbound from this
node measured in MB/Sec over an extended period of time.

Source Filesystems

The Source Filesystems pane displays each configured share and identifies if replication is scheduled,
the Running Period and the Target.

To start a Run on Demand job which displays 'demand' on the Running Period tab, first select the
filesystem and then click the Start On Demand Replication (arrow) icon.

Targets

The Targets pane displays a listing of all configured targets to include their Name, Hostname, and
Target ID
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NAS Interface

Shared File Systems

The Share File Systems pane displays a listing of all available files shares to include the following
information for each:

• Share Name - the name of the share displayed in the HybriStor user interface and used in the UNC
path.

• Export Path - the UNC path of the share.
• InstaCache - if On, InstaCache is enabled for this share. InstaCache accelerates random read for

previously stored data and it is recommended to be kept enabled
• Capacity - the total storage capacity of the share.
• Usage - the amount of used storage on this share.
• Comments - aditional infomration regarding the share.
• Type - the share type, NFS or CIFS.
• Server Version - the version of NFS/CIFS server.

To refresh the Share File Systems pane, click the Refresh icon.

Hardware Storage Systems

The Hardware Storage Configuration pane displays all hardware storage configuration information.
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Chapter2
Configuration

Topics:

• Account Management
• Networking
• NFS Share
• CIFS Share
• Data Migration
• Settings
• Replication
• SMTP Alerts
• License Management

Account Management

The Account Management page is used to manage users of the system.

To add a new user, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to the Configurations > Account page.

2. Click the + (plus) icon.
3. Enter the User, Password, confirm the Password, and select the User Type.

Note: The main difference between an Administrator and User account is availability of the
Configurations tab. The Configurations tab is only visible to Administrators and is hidden from
Users. Additionally, mounting and unmounting incoming replicated shares under the Replication
tab is only visible to Administrators and is hidden to Users.
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4. Click Submit.

A new user is then added to the appliance.

To delete a user, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to the Configurations > Account page.
2. Select the user to be deleted.
3. Click the Delete (trash can) icon.

4. When prompted, confirm your selection, click Delete.

The user is then deleted.

To refresh the Account Management pane:

1. Click the Refresh icon.

Networking

Update Hostname

The Host Name field is used to identify the host throughout the network. Use the Host Name field to
change the name of the host.

Network Device Management

TheNetwork DeviceManagement pane displays currently configured network devices. Network devices
can be edited by simply selecting a row and clicking the Edit icon to display the Edit Network Device
dialog. The following fields can be edited:

• Boot Protocol
• IP Address
• Prefix
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• Gateway
• DNS1
• DNS2
• MTU
• Enabled

To edit a network device:

1. Navigate to the Configurations > Networking > Network Device Management pane.
2. Click the Edit (pencil) icon to display the Edit Network Device dialog.

3. Edit the appropriate information.
4. Click Submit.

To refresh the Network Device Management pane:

1. Click the Refresh icon.

Bonding Management

The Bonding Management pane is used to create a network interface bond (mode 6) to increase
network throughput by allowing multiple network interfaces to be viewed as a single device.

To create a new bond:

1. Navigate to the Configurations > Networking > Bond Management pane.
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2. Click the + (plus) icon to display the Add New Bond dialog.
3. Enter the appropriate information. At a minimum, enter the IP address, Prefix, and Slaves to create

the bond.

4. Click Submit.

To delete the bond of two interfaces:

1. Select the intended bonded interface.
2. Click the Delete (trash can) icon.
3. When prompted, confirm your selection, click Delete.

To refresh the Bonding Management pane:

1. Click the Refresh icon.

Network Time Protocol Server Management

The Network Time Protocol Server Management pane is used to assign the time servers used to
maintain time synchronization between the source and target resources.

To add a new Network Time Protocol Server:

1. Navigate to the Configurations > Networking > Network Time Protocol Server Management
pane.
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2. Click the + (plus) icon to display the Add New NTP Server dialog.

3. Enter the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) for the NTP Server, for example
5.rhel.pool.ntp.org

4. Click Submit.

To edit a Network Time Protocol Server:

1. Navigate to the Configurations > Networking > Network Time Protocol Server Management
pane.

2. Click the Edit (pencil) icon to display the Edit NTP Server dialog.

3. Edit the new Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) for the NTP Server.
4. Click Submit.

To delete a Network Time Protocol Server:
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1. Navigate to the Configurations > Networking > Network Time Protocol Server Management
pane.

2. Select the intended NTP Server to be deleted and then click the Delete (trash can) icon.
3. The Delete NTP Server confirmation dialog is displayed.

4. Click Delete.

NFS Share

NFS Share Management

The NFS Share Management pane is used to configure NFS shares to serve as targets for data
reduction.

To create an NFS share, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to Configurations > NFS Share to display the NFS Share Management pane.
2. Click the + (plus) icon to display the Add Share dialog.
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3. Enter the required information, and then click Submit.

To edit an NFS share, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to Configurations > NFS Share to display the NFS Share Management pane.
2. Select the NFS share to be edited.
3. Click the Edit (pencil) icon to display the Edit Share dialog.
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4. Edit the information as required.

Note: If the share Capacity is modified to a size smaller than the size of the used space on that
share, HybriStor will show the Usage equal to the Capacity. This means that the (now updated)
storage Capacity of the share is completely filled by existing data. The files on the disk will not be
deleted or modified in any ways, though, even if they exceed the new share Capacity.

Note: You have the option to allow only specific client machines to access the share. To do this,
select No for Allow All Clients and then specify the IP or DNS address of the client machine(s)
allowed to access the share. If you select Yes to Allow All Clients, the share will accept access
from any client machine.

5. Click Submit to accept your changes.

Note:

When mounting an NFS share from the client, you must include the sync option. For example:
mount -t nfs -o sync 172.17.1.70:/srv/share/nfs /mnt/nfs

Whenmounting an NFS share from a client running an older kernel, you must also include sec=sys
option. For example: mount –t nfs –o sec=sys,sync 172.17.1.70:/srv/share/nfs
/mnt/nfs

To delete an NFS Share, perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to Configurations > NFS Share to display the NFS Share Management pane.
2. Select the NFS share to be deleted.
3. Click the Delete (trash can) icon to delete the NFS share.
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To refresh the NFS Share Management pane, click the Refresh icon.

NFS Client Configuration

Neverfail® HybriStor™ uses NFS Client version 4 and provides backwards-compatibility to version 3
clients.

Use the mount command to mount NFS share on the client side using the following format:
# mount -f nfs -o sec=sys,sync and/or 
<other options> host:/srv/share/<nfs 
share name>

• The option sync is required to ensure data integrity and consistency. You may add other options
as needed by the Operating System.

• The option sec=sys is required if the client is running an older kernel.
• host can be a DNS name or IP address.
• /srv/share/<nfs share name> is the full path of the NFS share you created.
• /local/directory is the local path you created for the mount point.

Once the mount is established, you can point your backup application to write to the mount point.

CIFS Share

The Common Internet File System (CIFS) operates as an application-layer network protocol. Most
usage of CIFS involves computers running Microsoft Windows, although Linux also supports CIFS.
Neverfail® HybriStor™ is used to deduplicate data as files are transferred to a target destination that
is created as a CIFS share.

There are two security options for CIFS authentication. Workgroup or Active Directory mode.

Workgroup Mode

Workgroupmode provides a simple authentication for CIFS share access. A User account and password
are created locally on the appliance to authenticate share access. There are 2 access levels: Read/Write
and Read Only. Accounts granted with Read/Write access have full access including modify and delete
directories and files, while accounts granted with Read Only access are limited to read access only of
directories and files on that share.

CIFS Share Management
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To create a CIFS share, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to Configurations > CIFS Share to display the CIFS Share Management pane.
2. Click the + (plus) icon to display the Add Share dialog.

3. Enter the required information, and then click Submit.

To edit a CIFS share, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to Configurations > CIFS Share to display the CIFS Share Management pane.
2. Select the CIFS share to be edited.
3. Click the Edit (pencil) icon to display the Edit Share dialog.
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4. Edit the information as required.
5. Click Submit to accept your changes.

Note: If the share Capacity is modified to a size smaller than the size of the used space on that
share, HybriStor will show the Usage equal to the Capacity. This means that the (now updated)
storage Capacity of the share is completely filled by existing data. The files on the disk will not be
deleted or modified in any ways, though, even if they exceed the new share Capacity.

To delete a CIFS Share, perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to Configurations > CIFS Share to display the CIFS Share Management pane.
2. Select the CIFS share to be deleted.
3. Click the Delete (trash can) icon to delete the CIFS share.

To refresh the CIFS Share Management pane, click the Refresh icon.

CIFS User Management

The User Management pane is used to add users with permissions to access the CIFS shares.

To create a CIFS User account, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to Configurations > CIFS Share to display the CIFS User Management pane.
2. Click the + (plus) icon to display the Add New User dialog.
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3. Enter the required information, and then click Submit.

To edit a CIFS User account, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to Configurations > CIFS Share to display the CIFS User Management pane.
2. Select the CIFS User to be edited.
3. Click the Edit (pencil) icon to display the Edit User dialog.

4. Edit the information as required.
5. Click Submit to accept your changes.

To delete a CIFS User, perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to Configurations > CIFS Share to display the CIFS User Management pane.
2. Select the CIFS User to be deleted.
3. Click the Delete (trash can) icon to delete the CIFS User.

To refresh the CIFS User pane, click the Refresh icon.

Active Directory Mode

Active Directory mode provides enterprise level authentication by integrating the Neverfail®HybriStor™
appliance into Active Directory

Note: Before you attempt to join the appliance into an Active Directory:

• Ensure the appliance server clock is synchronized with the Active Directory server. This, in general,
is not an issue if both your Active Directory and HybriStor™ appliance are configured with NTP
time synchronization.

• Make sure the HybriStor™ host name is added to the Active Directory DNS.
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To create a CIFS Share, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to Configurations > CIFS Share to display the CIFS Share Management pane.
2. Select AD Users and/or AD Groups to access the share. Select Read/Write or ReadOnly access.

3. Click the + (plus) icon to display the Add New Share dialog.

4. Enter the required information, and then click Submit.

To edit a CIFS share, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to Configurations > CIFS Share to display the CIFS Share Management pane.
2. Select the CIFS share to be edited.
3. Click the Edit (pencil) icon to display the Edit Share dialog.
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4. Edit the information as required.
5. Click Submit to accept your changes.

To delete a CIFS Share, perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to Configurations > CIFS Share to display the CIFS Share Management pane.
2. Select the CIFS share to be deleted.
3. Click the Delete (trash can) icon to delete the CIFS share.

To refresh the CIFS Share Management pane, click the Refresh icon.

Reset CIFS Security

To reset to default CIFS security permissions, click the Rest CIFS Security button. The CIFS security
permissions are then reset to their initial default settings. Although shares and files that were in the
system prior to the reset are preserved, the security of the shares become blank. This allows
Administrator to reassign new security to the shares.

CIFS Client Configuration

Neverfail® HybriStor™ uses Samba v4 and provides share capabilities for Windows or Linux clients.

Using Windows Client in Workgroup mode:

1. Via Windows UI, right-click on This PC and select Map network drive.
2. Select a drive letter and enter the UNC path to the Windows share, for example:

\\172.17.1.76\cifs
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3. Provide the account name and password created on the HybriStor™ appliance.

Using Windows Client in Active Directory mode:

Note:

Ensure the Windows Client is joined to the Active Directory and DNS can resolve the Neverfail®
HybriStor™ appliance hostname. If the Windows client is not part of the AD and cannot resolve the
appliance hostname, you can add an entry to the local hosts file located at
C:\Windows\System32\drivers\etc\hosts. After editing the file, save it. To verify it is properly
edited, open a command prompt on the Windows client and ping the appliance hostname.
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1. Via Windows UI, right-click on This PC and select Map network drive.
2. Select a drive letter and enter the UNC path to the Windows share, For example:

\\<hostname>\cifs

Note: In case of AD, you must supply the hostname. IP address does not work in this case.

3. Provide an Active Directory account name and password assigned to the share.
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Mount a CIFS share on a Linux Client

Most Linux distributions allow CIFS share access by installing the CIFS client package. The mount
command mounts CIFS shares on Linux clients, it is formatted as follows:

Workgroup Mode

mount -t cifs -o username=<user name>,password=<password>

//host/<cifs share name> /local/directory

• <user name> is the account created locally on HybriStor™
• <password> is the password assigned to the account
• host can be the DNS name or IP address of the HybriStor™ appliance
• <cifs share name> is the CIFS share you created
• /local/directory is the local path you created for the mount point

Active Directory Mode

# mount -t cifs -o username=<user name>,password=<password> domain=<domain
name>

//host/<share name> /local/directory

• <user name> is the account created locally on the HybriStor™
• <password> is the password assigned to the account
• <domain name> is the fully qualified domain name such as acme.com
• host can be the DNS name or IP address of the HybriStor™ appliance
• <cifs share name> is the CIFS share you created
• /local/directory is the local path you created for the mount point

Once the mount is established, point your backup application to write to the mount point.

Data Migration

The Data Migration funtionality allows data to be moved between shares within the HybriStor user
interface. This method is more efficient than using external clients, which make use of mounted share
protocols to migrate data.
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In order to perform data migration, the user must select the following options:

1. Source Shared File Systems: the shared file system used as migration source.
2. Target Shared File Systems: the shared file system used as migration target.
3. Target Shared File System Users: the user that will own the migrated data in case of cross-share

migration.
4. Data for Source Shared File System: the data, available for migration, on the source file system.

Cross-Share migration is also possible. The user can select different Source and Target shared file
systems to migrate data between them. For example, a data migration between a NFS source and a
CIFS target is possible. As the migrated data must be owned by a user, the owning user must be
selected before migration. Only then, the data directory can be selected and the migration can be
initialized.
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Clickig on the Start Data Migration button will start the migration procedure. If the directories selected
from the source file system are also existing in the target file system, the data contained by them will
be overwritten and cannot be recovered once the migration is complete.

To start the migration, the user must confirm the operation by manually entering the specified
confirmation word in the text box indicated in the warning dialog.

Settings

The following information describes the various configurable components of the daemons used during
normal operations. A daemon is a computer program that runs as a background process rather than
being under the direct control of an interactive user.

Important:

DO NOT modify these settings unless you are instructed by Artisan Technical Support. Improper
change of settings may result in an unsupported operational behavior.

Discharge Daemon

DescriptionField

Log
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Filesystem Daemon

DescriptionField

Log

History Daemon

DescriptionField

Log

Inline Cache Daemon

DescriptionField

Log

Post Dedupe Daemon

DescriptionField

Trigger Size

Trigger Timer

Log

Replication Target

DescriptionField

Connection Timeout

Session Start Timeout

Log

Replication Source

DescriptionField

Data Connections

Connection Timeout

Session Start Timeout

Log

State Location Daemon

DescriptionField

Log
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UI

DescriptionField

Log

Replication

Replication Jobs

The Replication Jobs pane displays the list of shares that are configured as a source for replication.
These are NFS or CIFS shares created on the system. TheReplication Jobs pane displays the following
information:

• Share Name
• Replication Schedule
• Replication Target
• Target Share
• Encryption

Adding a Replication Job

1. To add a replication job, click on the + (plus) icon.
2. Perform Step 1: Select source shared filesystem to replicate by selecting a share listed in the

Shared File Systems pane.

3. Perform Step 2: Set exclusion filters by adding a file extension such as .tmp to exclude any files
with .tmp extension. If there are directories listed, select the directories that you want excluded
from replication.

4. Perform Step 3: Select replication target node. Click on the + (plus) icon if the replication target is
not listed.
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5. Enter a Name, Host, User, and Password.
6. Click Submit.

Note: The User must exist in the Target Account Management section and must be an
Administrator.

7. Select the Target from the Targets for Replication pane and an auto-generated Target Replication
Share Name is displayed.

8. Click on Create Job to save the replication job.

Note: You can edit the Target Replication Share Name or you can leave the default name.

9. Once the replication job is created, the Success dialog is displayed.
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10. By default, replication jobs are created as run-on-demand with encryption enabled. Navigate to
Replication > Outgoing and select the share. Click Start On Demand Replication to start
replication manually.

Schedule a Replication Job

To run replication on a schedule, edit filters or encryption options, navigate to Configurations >
Replication, select the replication job to be edited and click on the Edit (pencil) icon.

• Edit exclusion filters — To add/delete file extensions or select/deselect directories to exclude from
replication to the target. If this is the only edit for the job, click Submit to update the job. The changes
are effective starting with the next replication.

• Edit replication options — To enable/disable data encryption during transfer or increase/decrease
the Metadata Workset. The Metadata Workset can be set in from 1 to 100. If this is the only edit
for the job, click Submit to update the job. The changes are effective with the next replication.

• Edit Replication schedule — To exclude specific days or to include Run Windows in the Run on
demand job, assign the date/day and if appropriate the time and then click Submit. The changes
are effective with the next replication.
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• To run a replication job on a schedule, clear the Run on demand check box and select one of the
three schedule templates. To configure replication to run on a specific schedule, select the type of
schedule to use and then configure the start time, days, exclude days, and run fields. Click Submit
to update the job. The changes are effective with the next replication.

SMTP Alerts

SMTP Settings

The SMTP Settings pane allows you to configure SMTP server settings used to send out email
notifications, Scheduled Reports, and Diagnostic Reports. To configure the SMTP settings, provide
the following information:

DescriptionField

Enter the SMTP server's fully qualified domain name, for example mail.yourcompany.com.Server

The port used to send email. When sending without a login, port 25 is used, when sending with login authentication

port 587 is used.

Port

A check box that when selected, forces use of login authentication.Login Authentication

The username that is required to send mail when login authentication is selected.User

The password that is required to send mail when login authentication is selected.Password

Once all information has been entered, click Update.
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Alert Settings

DescriptionField

A check box that when selected automatically initiates an email to the listed email addresses about an event that has

occurred.

Report events via email

A check box that when selected automatically initiates an email to the listed email addresses about a warning that

has occurred.

Report warnings via

email

A check box that when selected automatically initiates an email to the listed email addresses about an error that has

occurred.

Report errors via email

A listing of email recipients that are to be notified as indicated by the two previous fields.Recipient email

addresses

When selected, automatically sends an email to Artisan Infrastructure Technical Support in the event an error is

logged.

Report errors to Artisan

Infrastructure Technical

Support via email

Once all information has been entered, click Update.
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License Management

The License Management page provides information about the currently installed license including
the License Key, Activation Date, Expiration Date, and Capacity.

When your purchased license is about to expire, you need more storage capacity, or your hardware
has changed, you can purchase an upgraded license from Artisan Infrastructure. Once your purchase
has been confirmed, click Refresh License to update all system information regarding your license.

If you are using a trial license and have reached your expiration date, you must purchase a new license
from Artisan Infrastructure. Replace your trial license with your newly purchased license using the
Replace License button.
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Chapter3
Reporting

Topics:

• Storage Reporting
• File System Reporting
• Capacity Planning
• Scheduling Reports

Storage Reporting

Reduction Historical Details

The Reduction Historical Details report provides a historical view of data reduction to include Source,
Dedupe, and Stored data by quantity over a period of time.

Node Storage Historical Details

The Node Storage Historical Details report provides a historical view of node size to include Data,
Index, and Processing data by quantity over a period of time.
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Data Storage Historical Details

TheData Storage Historical Details report provides a historical view of data storage to includeDeduped
Data, Discharged Data, Incoming Data, and Free Space by quantity over a period of time.

Memory Historical Details

The Memory Historical Details report provides a historical view of memory consumption by quantity
over a period of time and includes both RAM Used and Swap Used.
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Reduction

TheReduction pane provides a real-time view of data reduction to include Source,Dedupe, and Stored
data by quantity over the identified period of time.

Node Storage

The Node Storage pane provides a real-time view of node storage to include Data, Index, and
Processing data by quantity over the identified period of time.

Data Storage

The Data Storage pane provides a real-time view of data storage to include Deduped, Dischargeable,
Incoming/Misc, and Stored data by quantity over the identified period of time.
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Memory

The Reduction pane provides a real-time view of memory consumption to include both RAM Used
Swap Used by quantity over the identified period of time.

File System Reporting

IOPS Historical Details

The IOPS Historical Details pane displays the historical rate at which read, write, and sync operations
are performed per second over a period of time.
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IO Throughput Historical Details

The IO Throughput Historical Details pane displays the historical rate at which data is read and written
in MB per second over a period of time.

Inline Historical Details

The Inline Historical Details pane displays the historical rate at which source data is deduped and
compressed in MB per second over a period of time.
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IOPS

The IOPS pane displays the rate at which read, write, and sync operations are performed per second.

IO Throughput

The IO Throughput pane displays the rate at which data is read and written in MB per second.

Inline

The Inline pane displays the rate at which source data is deduped and compressed in MB per second.
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Capacity Planning

Capacity Planning Reports provide an overview of this node's capacity for planning purposes. Some
values are actual while others are estimated.

Storage Devices

The Storage Devices pane provides a view of the amount of data capacity available on the available
storage devices. Additionally it displays the amount of data currently stored on the devices, the free
space, and the amount of data free until 96% of capacity has been reached.

Reduction Ratios

The Reduction Ratio pane displays the overall actual and projected data reduction ratios.

Estimated Additional Source Data

The Estimated Additional Source Data pane displays the estimated amount of data that can be
processed before reaching 96% of capacity.
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Daily Net Source Data Increase

The Daily Net Source Data Increase pane displays the amount of data increase on the source node
over the life of the node.

Estimated Days Remaining

The Estimated Days Remaining pane displays the calculated remaining days of space/time before the
target achieves 96% capacity.

Storage Projections

The Storage Projections pane a visual graph of projected storage consumption over a period of time
and indicated by the Date axis.

Scheduling Reports

Scheduled Reports

The Scheduled Reports pane allows you to configure the types of reports, frequency of running the
reports, and recipients of the report.

To schedule a report:

1. Navigate to the Reports > Schedule Reports > Scheduled Reports pane.
2. Enter the following information for each report:

• Type
• Schedule
• Past Duration
• Email Report

3. Click the + (Add) icon to display the Add New Scheduled Report dialog.
4. Assign a name for the report and add comments as necessary.
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5. Click Submit.

To edit a scheduled report:

1. Navigate to the Reports > Schedule Reports > Scheduled Reports pane.
2. Select the report to be edited.
3. Click the Edit (pencil) icon to display the Edit Record dialog.
4. Add/edit comments as necessary.
5. Click Submit.

To delete a scheduled report:

1. Navigate to the Reports > Schedule Reports > Scheduled Reports pane.
2. Select the report to be deleted.
3. Click the Delete (trash can) icon to delete the scheduled report.
4. When prompted click the Delete button.

To refresh the Scheduled Reports pane, click the Refresh icon.

To start a scheduled report, click the Start (triangle) icon.

To pause a scheduled report, click the Pause icon.

Generated Reports

The Generated Reports pane provides a listing of previously generated reports that can be viewed in
a .pdf viewer.

To delete a generated report:

1. Navigate to Reports > Scheduled Reports > Generated Reports.
2. Select the check box for the report to be deleted.

Note: To delete all reports in the Generated Reports pane, click the check box in the header row.
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3. Click the Delete (trash can) icon.
4. When prompted, click the Delete button.

To refresh the Generated Reports pane, click the Refresh icon.

To view a Generated Report:

1. Select the check box of the report to be viewed.
2. Click the View (page) icon to view the report.
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Chapter4
Logs

Topics:

• Application Logs

Application Logs

The Logs page provides the options to customize the events to be viewed in your log reports. The
Logs page provides the following options:

• Info events
• Warning events
• Error events
• All trace events
• The ability to filter events based upon search criteria
• The ability to select case sensitive

To include or exclude the above listed options, simply select or clear the check box of the intended
item.
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Chapter5
Support

Topics:

• Contact Us
• Create Support Ticket
• Upgrade HybriStor™

Contact Us

The Contact Us pane displays Artisan Infrastructure's physical address and email address.

Create Support Ticket

Creating a support ticket from the HybriStor user interface is prefered over creating support tickets
using email or the support portal. When creating a support ticket from the HybriStor UI, the complete
diagnostic report (log files) is sent to Neverfail support along with the ticket's contents.
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In order to be able to create support tickets and send diagnostic reports, you must configure the SMTP
server. For this, go to Configuration > SMTP Alerts.

Once the SMTP server is configured, you will be able to send support tickets with diagnostic reports.
To do this, use the left-side menu to navigate to Support > Contact Us and click the Create Support
Ticket tab at the top of the page, as shown in the image above.

Once the required details are filled in, clicking Submit will send the ticket to Neverfail Support along
with the complete diagnostic report (zipped log files).

The Contact Us page also allws the user to quickly interact with Neverfail Support by:

• Reporting bugs: use the Report Bug tab to notify the Support team of any encountered bugs.
• Requesting features: use the Feature Request tab to request a new feature.
• Send feedback: use the General Feedback tab to send any feedback to Neverdail Support.

Contact Details

TheContact Us panel displays Neverfail contact information such as company address, e-mail address,
website and community page.
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Upgrade HybriStor™

The Upgrade HybriStor™ menu provides the option to upgrade Neverfail® HybriStor™ from the
Management Interface.

1. Click Browse... to select the upgrade file.
2. Click Upload File to upload the selected file.
3. Once it confirms the file is successfully uploaded and verified, clickUpgrade Hybristor™ to perform

the upgrade. A dialog box will remind you that the upgrade process will stop all daemons and
processes and reboot the system; all users will lose connectivity to shares during this process.
Click Continue to proceed. Otherwise, click Cancel to abort the upgrade.
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